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Amman Design
Week revolves
around ‘movement’
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

T
Pushing boundaries. Visitors look at sculptures titled “Slightly Related Elements” by Al Anood
al-Obaidly . 									
(Sharjah Art Foundation)

Brilliant works of
experimentation light up
March Project 2017 in Sharjah
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Sharjah

T

he fourth March Project,
an annual educational
residency programme at
the Sharjah Art Foundation (SAF), resulted in
brilliant experimentation works by
Arab artists in video, photography,
sculpture and installations.
The March Project 2017 hosted
UAE artists Al Anood al-Obaidly
and Nasir Nasrallah, Algeria’s Sofiane Zouggar and Mahmoud Safadi
from Lebanon.
“One of the goals of this educational residency programme is to
encourage opportunities, conversations and collaborations between
artists working in the UAE and the
region,” said Reem Shadid, SAF’s
deputy director and the project’s
curator.
“The final selection reflects a
group of artists who are trying
to expand and explore various
themes, forms or aesthetics, thereby pushing their practice into new
directions. On the whole, the process from selection to exhibition
takes around ten months.”
The artists were provided with
the opportunity to research, realise and present site-specific works,
backed by professional development courses, seminars, exhibitions and site visits. This year the
mentors who worked with the artists included internationally renowned curators Clelia Coussonnet, Lara Khaldi and Sophie Arni.
“The artists were able to push the
boundaries of their work in terms of
scale and complexity and the public
responded positively to the show,”
Shadid said.
Issues regarding production and
consumption, the links between
people and concepts of development and the artistic search for experimentation with form were the
overarching themes that brought
the works together. Sharjah’s past
and contemporary history and its
growth are also reflected in the
works.
Obaidly is known for collages
derived from everyday objects. In
her installation “Slightly Related

Elements,” the colourful and quirky
forms and shapes that emerge
from consumer materials, including paper, metal, sponges, plastic,
plaster, paint, wood, fabric, rope,
tape and cardboard, create a tension between familiarity, unfamiliarity, playfulness and conceptual
distance.
Nasrallah, a widely exhibited artist whose work has been shown at
Sharjah Biennial 11 (2013) and Cairo
Biennial (2006), conceptualised an
installation titled “The Communication Room.” In the four works of
the presentation, he explores the
phenomenon of randomness, the
connections between time and distance and the subjective experiences of each individual as he or she
forges societal connections.

SAF’s March Project
is an annual
residency
programme that
lasts about ten
months from
selection to
exhibition.
“Mailing
System
Rearrangement,” comprising 225 envelopes
with sketches on the front, was
mailed and rearranged into a mural in the order that the envelopes
were received, the artist submitting
himself to a system not in his control.
“Never to be Opened” are two
framed and sealed envelopes, one
to be opened in the past and the
other in the future.
“Everyone is the Author Here” is
a participatory work in which visitors contribute to the authorship of
an ongoing story. Arabic and English typewriters with paper loaded
in them are provided.
“06-5447575” is a red phone
locked in a wooden box. The number has been widely shared over
social media and other communication channels to the public. Visi-

tors to the exhibition space may get
random phone calls from others
with whom they are free to carry on
a conversation.
Safadi, a Beirut-based multidisciplinary artist and film-maker, fashioned “An Ecology” that includes
“Where do I end and you begin?”,
“Living byproduct” and “Of Flesh
and Earth.”
In the two-channel video installation “Where do I end and you begin?”, earth is suspended through
a scaffold where various grasses
and plants grow to the light of two
video panels depicting the unfolding activity across the two coasts of
Sharjah.
“Living byproduct” brings to
viewers’ attention the existence of
foliage that sprouts out of the edges
of tiled floors, sustaining itself on
the water condensation that is a
byproduct of air conditioners in our
cities.
The clay sculpture series titled
“Of Flesh and Earth” depict human
limbs frozen in action while manipulating earth and making green
spaces flourish in cities.
Zouggar’s multimedia installation “Temporary flesh walls, stories, permanent posters and one
portrait” is about Izhar, the Pakistani keeper of the abandoned
Khorfakkan Cinema in Sharjah.
The viewer is drawn into an intense
meditation on the dereliction of a
theatre hall and the connection between man and place.
The work seems like an extension
of last year’s March Project installation by Emirati photographer Ammar al-Attar, whose documentation
of Khorfakkan Cinema took viewers
deep into the subject of the changing dimensions of urban entertainment and the need to document
these institutions that are fading
from memory.
SAF said it will be refurbishing
and refashioning the abandoned
cinema into its network of art spaces in the emirate.
The exhibition is on view at
SAF’s heritage houses in Al Mureijah Square, Calligraphy Square and
Arts Square through December 30.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

he second Amman Design
Week (ADW), a gathering
of Jordanian and regional
talent in design, art and
culture, carried a message of optimism towards creation
and innovation that can improve
the functionality and beauty of Amman.
The 2017 ADW was centred at the
Hangar and Ras El Ain Gallery in
downtown Amman, with satellite
events in locations across the city.
Under the theme “Design Moves
Life Moves Design,” ADW “focused
on creating a forum for learning,
exchange and collaboration,” said
ADW Co-Director Rana Beiruti.
“With more than 50 participating
spaces across the city, the nine-day
celebration offered a comprehensive programme of large-scale curated exhibitions, tours, workshops,
talks and cultural activities.”
Beiruti said that considering the
theme of “movement,” ADW transcended the conventional format of
a static exhibition by programming
mobile experiences around the city.
“For a deeper and more active
engagement with everyday applications of design in Jordan, this new
curated programme of experiences
is organised by professionals from
various fields like Arabic calligraphy, urban food exploration, design
and crafts, community-based tourism and photography documentation,” she said.
This year’s edition also featured a
student exhibition for the first time.
“We are having an exhibition that
brought together selected students
from high schools and universities
across Jordan to work with industry
specialists and experts in a mentorship programme that lasted six
months,” Beiruti said.
With a special focus on governorates, the 2017 “Mobile MakerSpace,” started in September,
travelled to several governorates,
including Irbid, Zarga, Mafraq and
Karak, providing learning opportunities to students through interactive sessions on craft-making, recycling, sustainable materials, digital
fabrication and robotics.
“Last year, we explored the launch
of the conversation on design in the
city, highlighting the importance
of design among us and within us
and its importance in improving our
communities” Beiruti said. “This
year, we tackled the theme of movement, how design has the capacity
to move life and vice versa.”
Works by more than 100 local, regional and international designers
were displayed, each exploring the
theme of movement and associated
topics of mass migrations, interac-

tive technology and hyper-connectivity, as well as issues of accessibility and strained mobility.
Works by designers from Lebanon, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Egypt,
the United States and Germany were
exhibited at the Hangar, Amman’s
former power plant converted into a
public cultural space, which has become a landmark of the city’s modernisation and industrialisation.
The Hangar was also the site for
the popular Crafts District, an openair space offering a one-of-a-kind
experience of crafts ranging from
painting, handmade products to
food and cultural activities, noted
curator Shermine Sawalha.
“The Crafts District is coupled
with Amman Design Week’s Community
Outreach
programme,
which features collaboration with
social enterprise Disarming Design
from [the Palestinian territories],”
she said. “The programme seeks
to empower women in crafts communities across Jordan by engaging them in learning and exchange
programmes that lead to innovative
and sustainable projects.
“‘The Craft of Making” series, a
learning experience that gives audiences the chance to learn about
various crafts, including natural
dyeing, mosaics, Arabesque and
Mother of Pearl, Nabatean ceramics,
dagger making, basket and carpet
weaving and Arabic calligraphy and
signage was also on the programme
throughout the event.

Amman Design Week
featured a student
exhibition for the
first time.
“People just love seeing the dying crafts brought back to life and
it is very popular among both locals
and foreigners. People enjoy watching glass blowing, basket and carpet
weaving, dagger making, Arabesque
and mosaic,” said Slayet Salaita, an
interior designer.
“We need such events as they
evoke the senses and bring out the
artist in all of us.”
Workshops on topics ranging
from the importance of sustainability and entrepreneurial projects to
the intersection of technology and
crafts were also on the agenda.
The event, which gathers designers from across the Middle East region who are pushing boundaries
within their disciplines, attracted
more than 35,000 visitors in its first
year, a figure that organisers hoped
to top in the second edition.
Amman Design Week was held
October 6-14.
Roufan Nahhas is a journalist based
in Jordan.

Evoking senses. Artworks at the Hangar part of the Amman
Design Week.
(Provided by Roufan Nahhas)

